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Abstract. Fully automatic, completely reliable segmentation in medical images
is an unrealistic expectation with today’s technology. However, many automatic
segmentation algorithms may achieve a near-correct solution, incorrect only in a
small region. For these situations, an interactive editing tool is required, ideally
in 3D, that is usually left to a manual correction. We formulate the editing task
as an energy minimization problem that may be solved with a modified version
of either graph cuts or the random walker 3D segmentation algorithms. Both al-
gorithms employ a seeded user interface, that may be used in this scenario for a
user to seed erroneous voxels as belonging to the foreground or the background.
In our formulation, it is unnecessary for the user to specify both foreground and
background seeds.

1 Introduction

Automatic segmentations of targets in images/volumes often require some degree of
editing to meet the needs of a particular user (e.g., a physician). The question that we are
concerned with is: Given a pre-existing segmentation (obtained through other means,
e.g., an automatic algorithm), how can one edit the segmentation to correct problems?
We formulate the editing task as an energy minimization problem and show how it
may be optimized with a modified graph cuts [1] or random walker algorithm [2]. An-
other view of this work is that we detail how a prior segmentation may be seamlessly
combined with graph cuts or the random walker algorithm to allow for editing, while
maintaining the important property of both algorithms that an arbitrary segmentation
may be achieved with enough interaction. We will use the term presegmentation to
refer to the prior, incorrect, pre-existing segmentation that was obtained through other
means and presented for editing.

In our experience with clinicians, an editing tool is expected to have the following
characteristics:

1. Operate locally to the interaction site.
2. Operate quickly.
3. Produce modifications in 3D, not just on the viewing slice.
4. Produce intuitive solutions.
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The graph cuts and random walker interactive segmentation algorithms appear to be
good candidates for editing. Both algorithms require the user to place marks with a
mouse (hereafter referred to as seeds), to indicate a few pixels belonging to the fore-
ground/background of the target object. These seed locations are then used to produce a
full 3D segmentation (labeling). A characteristic of the algorithms is that an undesired
segmentation may be easily modified by adding new seeds, which typically results in
faster processing of the updated segmentation. In our problem of editing, we would like
to preserve the quality of fast modification of the segmentation but, instead of being
given a previous set of seeds, we are given a previous complete segmentation produced
by another algorithm. Use of these algorithms for editing therefore requires that we
preserve the character of these algorithms as fast, 3D, and intuitive, while enforcing a
locality of operation.

Implicit in the requirements for local operation and intuitive results is a requirement
for stability. In particular, when editing is invoked the presegmented result should not
change if the user chooses not to interact. Although obvious, this requirement is not met
by many potential approaches. If the editing will be done at a pixel level and the preseg-
mentation is at a subpixel resolution then the first step of the editing will be a pixelation
of the presegmentation which will change the results due to sampling even if the user
does not change the label of a single pixel. The editing we describe will be at a pixel
level and we assume that the presegmentation is at the same level of resolution. Another
effect can also lead to instability when initiating editing — if the data driven editing is
formulated as an optimization, and the current presegmentation is not a local optimum,
then the segmentation result will change with the optimization even without user input.
Since the source of our presegmentation is unknown, we will formulate our optimiza-
tion in such a way that the presegmentation is a global optimum without user input.

As stated by Kang et al. [3], “...the literature on editing tools in general and on 3D
tools in particular is sparse.” In fact, many publications on medical image segmenta-
tion explicitly assume the availability of a manual editing tool to correct undesirable
results. Although some user interaction is clearly necessary, our goal is to provide a
tool that requires minimal user interaction to achieve the desired, edited, result. Kang
et al. [3] introduce three tools for interactive correction of a presegmented structure.
The first tool allows the user to select a VOI, within which holes in the segmentation
are filled. The second tool allows a user to bridge points in the segmentation to indicate
to the hole-filling system that a volume in the segmentation should be filled. The final
tool introduces control points on the presegmented surface that the user is allowed to
drag/modify. Modification of a control point on the boundary introduces a displacement
field on nearby control points that results in the displacement of a boundary region in
the neighborhood of the modified control point. Each of these tools has the drawback
that the image content is ignored in modifying the presegmentation. In the approach we
present here, the user seeds, presegmentation and image content all impact the edited
segmentation.

There are a number of tools for interactive segmentation in 2D [4,5,6] and 3D [7,8,9].
However, none of these are formulated to make use of a presegmentation. In addition
there is a large body of literature in the computer aided design and computer graphics
communities that looks at graphical model editing, but the editing is done without the
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influence of image data. Our work is related to the large body of work on image segmen-
tation using shape priors (see, for instance, [10,11,12,13,14,15]). The presegmentation
in our work has some of the aspects of a shape prior. However, shape priors are built
from a sampled distribution of shapes while in the case of a presegmentation there is
only one instance of a prior shape. So, for our problem, there is no learned uncertainty
in the prior information. Instead, the goal is to deviate from the presegmentation locally
to the interaction site and relative to the image data.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formulates the presegmentation edit-
ing problem as a graph cuts or random walker segmentation problem. Section 3 offers
several 2D and 3D editing results. Finally, Section 4 presents concluding remarks.

2 Method

In order to meet the goal stated above that an unedited presegmentation returns the
presegmentation as the optimum, we avoid a continuum formulation out of concern
that the discretization step might alter the presegmentation. Therefore, our formulation
will be on a discrete space or, in general, a graph. We begin by defining a precise notion
for a graph. A graph [16] consists of a pair G = (V, E) with vertices (nodes) v ∈ V
and edges e ∈ E ⊆ V × V . An edge, e, spanning two vertices, vi and vj , is denoted
by eij . A weighted graph assigns a value to each edge called a weight. The weight
of an edge, eij , is denoted by w(eij) or wij and is assumed to be positive. The degree
of a vertex is di =

∑
w(eij) for all edges eij incident on vi. We associate each pixel

(voxel) with a node and we will assume that each pixel (voxel) is connected by an edge
to its four (six) cardinal neighbors.

Define an affinity weighting between pixels as given by the typical [7,2] Gaussian
weighting function

wij = exp (−β(gi − gj)2), (1)

where gi represents the grayscale intensity at node (pixel) vi.
Define a presegmentation, p, determined by another process (e.g., a separate, auto-

matic segmentation algorithm), as

pi =

{
1 if vi was presegmented as foreground,

0 if vj was presegmented as background.
(2)

Given a segmentation p, define the editing problem as the minimization of the energy
functional

Q(x) =
∑

eij

wij(xi − xj)2 + γ

(
∑

i

(1 − pi)xi +
∑

i

pi (1 − xi)

)

, (3)

with respect to the foreground indicator function x, defined on the nodes, where γ is
a parameter indicating the strength of the presegmentation. This functional encourages
the presegmentation as well as encouraging a data-driven smoothness in the form of
the first term. Note that, with a sufficiently large γ, the presegmentation will always be
returned. Given a user-defined editing set of nodes (possibly empty) marked as fore-
ground seeds F ⊂ V and a user-defined editing set of nodes (possibly empty) marked
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Fig. 1. Graphical interpretation of the editing formulation given a presegmentation. The dark red
and blue pixels correspond to the presegmented foreground/background. The light red/blue pix-
els represent “supernodes” that are attached to the presegmented foreground/background with
strength γ. The energy functional of (3) may be minimized by applying either the graph cuts
(binary minimization) or the random walker (real-valued minimization) algorithm to this graph
construction. User placed editing seeds may now be employed in the manner of the hard con-
straints used in the standard formulation of both algorithms.

as background seeds, B ⊂ V , such that F ∩ B = ∅, the seeds are incorporated into the
minimization of (3) by performing a constrained minimization of Q(x) with respect to
the constraints

xi =

{
1 if vi ⊂ F ,

0 if vj ⊂ B.
(4)

If the minimization of Q(x) in (3) is forced to give a binary-valued optimum, x, for
all unseeded nodes, then the minimization of (3) is given by the graph cuts algorithm of
[7] with the construction of Figure 1. In the language of [7], seeds are given by F, B,
N-links have weight wij and each node, vi, is connected via a T-link to a foreground
(if pi = 1) or background (if pi = 0) “supernode” with weight γ. If the optimization
of (3) is performed with respect to a real-valued x (afterward thresholded at 0.5 to
produce a “hard” segmentation) the random walker algorithm may be performed with
the same weighted graph construction given above for graph cuts [9]. Since the random
walker has a provable robustness to noise [9] not offered by the graph cuts algorithm
and because the “soft” confidence values for each node that are returned by the random
walker algorithm are generally beneficial for visualization and smoothing purposes, we
will focus here on the random walker solutions for the editing problem given (3).
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One view of the editing formulation of (3) is as a statistical prior that is fed to the
segmentation algorithm. Statistical priors may be incorporated into either the graph cuts
or the random walker algorithm in the same manner — by connecting each node to a
floating foreground/background (i.e., source/terminal) node with strength proportional
to the prior [7,9]. Figure 1 gives an example of this construction.

The formulation given above satisfies three of the four design criteria for an inter-
active editing algorithm. Modifications behave intuitively, are performed in 3D and the
updates may be computed quickly (we refer the reader to [9] for the reasons why this
computation is more efficient in the case of the random walker). However, the criterion
of local operation is not incorporated into the above formulation, i.e., the segmentation
could change at any location in the image. Therefore, we propose to make the preseg-
mentation strength, γ, a function of distance from the seed locations 1, i.e.,

γi = κ exp
(

−d (vi, vj)
σ

)

, (5)

where d(vi, vj) is the minimum distance from vi to all vj ∈ F, B. Therefore, the κ
parameter indicates the overall strength of consideration given to the presegmentation
and the parameter σ controls the locality of the modification given by the seeds.

3 Results

Validation of an editing algorithm such as this is difficult, since the ultimate metric
of utility is the match between the intuition of the user and the result of the editing.
However, it is possible to demonstrate that the editing tool satisfies the remaining design
criteria of speed, locality and 3D operation.

We will begin with 2D examples in order to characterize the algorithm behavior and
report calculation speeds. Figure 2 shows six examples of images taken from differ-
ent imaging modalities. For each image, an incorrect presegmentation was given from
a separate system (e.g., an automatic segmentation algorithm) that a user would want
to correct. The incorrect presegmentations are given in the second column, outlined in
blue/gray. A user may place foreground seeds to include regions excluded in the preseg-
mentation, indicated by green/dark gray marks or background seeds to exclude regions
included by the presegmentation, indicated by yellow/light gray marks. Although none
of the examples in the second column include both foreground and background seeds,
there is no limitation to using both seed types. These experiments were conducted on an
Intel Xeon with a 2.40GHz processor using a conjugate gradients solver for the random
walker algorithm. From top to bottom — the aortic aneurysm CT image had 512× 512
pixels and the editing required 18.28s, the bone CT image had 512×512 pixels (cropped
in the figure) and required 9.5s, the brain tumor MR image was 295 × 373 and required
1.79s, the lung tumor CT image was 512 × 512 and required 23.67s, the left ventricle
CT image was 256×256 and required 1.95s and the left ventricle ultrasound image was
240 × 320 (cropped in the figure) and required 2.58s for editing.

Figure 3 shows the same experiment run on a 3D dataset of a liver tumor in which
the presegmentation erroneously included surrounding tissue, due to a vessel passing

1 We would like to thank Reto Merges for this modification.
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Fig. 2. 2D examples of our editing algorithm. From left to right — First column: The original
image. Second column: The presegmentation (outlined in blue/gray) provided by another system
(e.g., an automatic algorithm). Third column: The user-placed seeds used to correct the segmenta-
tion. Green/dark gray seeds indicate that the user wants to include this region in the segmentation
while yellow/light gray seeds indicate that the user wants to exclude this region from the segmen-
tation. Fourth column: The updated segmentation.
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Fig. 3. A 3D example of our editing algorithm. In all slices the blue/gray lines indicate the seg-
mentation border. Top row: Axial slices of the original segmentation of a liver tumor in CT with
a leak into the surrounding tissue. Bottom row: The corrected segmentation, after placement of
background (exclude) seeds in one slice by the user, given on the leftmost slice by the yellow/light
gray seeds.

nearby. Background seeds were placed on a single slice but, because the energy min-
imization is formulated on an arbitrary graph (in this case, a 3D lattice), the resulting
solution effects all slices. Given this volume, cropped to 89×90×29, and using the same
computer as in the 2D experiment, producing an edited solution in 3D required 3.95s.

4 Conclusion

Perfectly reliable, automatic segmentation of an object in a medical image is unrealistic
with today’s segmentation technology. However, an automatic system may get close to
the user-desired segmentation. Therefore, the availability of a smart editing tool is es-
sential, since a manual correction is far too time consuming, especially in 3D data. The
“scribble” interface of the graph cuts and random walker algorithms provide a natural
user interface that allows the user to seed image regions to include or exclude in the
edited segmentation. With the native definitions of these algorithms, both foreground
and background regions must be seeded and information from a presegmentation can-
not be used. In this paper, we have shown how the presegmentation may be used to
frame the editing problem in an energy minimization framework that permits optimiza-
tion with either the graph cuts or random walker algorithm, depending on whether or
not segmentation confidences are required.

Our energy minimization framework was tested on several 2D and 3D editing exam-
ples (using the random walker minimization) and the results were displayed in Figures
2 and 3 with timing information. Overall, the energy minimization framework provides
a meaningful, smart, image-dependent method of editing a presegmented volume with
known minimization techniques. Finally, the editing presented here satisfies our stated
desired qualities of an editing algorithm in that the edited segmentation is obtained
locally, quickly, intuitively and operates in 3D.
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